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Young Kurds
keen on

learning Arabic
IRBIL: Any Arab visitor to the Iraq’s Kurdistan
province will immediately notice Kurdish youths
do not speak Arabic like their ancestors, despite
their serious desire to learn the language. Policies
of the defunct Baathist regime have largely con-
tributed to isolating the Kurds from their Arab-
speaking surroundings. This isolation was further
boosted after Kurds’ 1991 revolt against the for-
mer regime in Baghdad, forcing the regime to ter-
minate its administration in Kurdistan and impose
a siege on the province including the Arabic lan-
guage. Before 1991, the Kurds were free to move
to other provinces in Iraq and many young Kurds
were studying in Iraqi universities and serving in
the army, thus acquire the Arab language.

Isolation
Bekhtiar Saeed, a journalist, blamed the former

Iraqi regime for the isolation of the Kurds since
1991, which broke the links between Kurdistan
and other parts of Iraq. Speaking to KUNA, Saeed
said the launch of many satellite channels which
only telecast in Kurdish language have blocked
access to the Arabic language.

Abdullah Abdullah, Arabic language curricula
expert at the Kurdistan regional government’s
Ministry of Education, blamed the former regime
of Saddam Hussein for forcibly blending the
Kurdish nationalism within the Arab nationalism
with the objective of eliminating the Kurdish iden-
tity. He told KUNA the former regime-introduced
curricula were serving this objective. The Arabic
language subject, he added, was not customized
for the Kurds who were learning Arabic as a sec-
ond language, in addition to oppressive policies
which negatively affected desire to learn Arabic.

Abdullah said the Ministry of Education has
sought since 2009 to develop the teaching meth-
ods of Arabic as a second language in the
province. Indeed, he added, there has been
noticeable progress in the Arabic language educa-
tion and the results would be even better in com-
ing few years.

Big desire
The removal of the former Iraqi regime, open-

ness of the province toward the rest of Iraq and
the influx of visitors from the central and south of
Iraq encouraged the young Kurds to learn Arabic
to be able to communicate with visitors. “Many
youths have a big desire now to learn Arabic lan-
guage,” said Abdullah.

Zana Mohammad, a Kurd in his 20s who does
not speak Arabic, said he has been learning the
language for the past six months so he could com-
municate with the Arabs living in the province.
Many Iraqis were forced to move to Kurdistan after
the Islamic State (IS) stormed Mosul, Anbar and
Salahuddine. “They speak only Arabic which
encouraged Kurdish youths to learn the Arabic
language,” he told KUNA. There are many educa-
tion centers offering Arabic language courses in
the province. “There is a good desire by the youths
to learn Arabic,” Delshad Anwar, who runs one of
the education center, said.

Easy ways
Salam Babeir, meanwhile, launched a Facebook

account to learn Arabic. The account has many fol-
lowers. “We have opened the account so Kurdish
youths can learn Arabic in as easy ways as possi-
ble, and to learn how to deal with Arab speakers
who moved to Kurdistan due to security circum-
stances in Iraq,” Babeir said in a statement to
KUNA. The new generation of Kurds is determined
to overcome past hardships and to learn the
Arabic language to be able to communicate with
their Iraqi brethrens and other Arabs. — KUNA

ISTANBUL: Dolmabahce Palace is one of
the top tourist landmarks adorning this
historic city, a site where a tourist, just for a
handful of liras, can entertain himself with
close examination of headquarters of the
Ottoman Sultan, an ever-lasting physical
reminder of the empire that had flourished
in the 18th century before crumbling in
early times of the 20th century.

Dolmabahce is located on the eastern
side of the majestic Bosphrus. Dolme in
Turkish means ‘filling,’ while Bahce means
‘garden.’ Thus, the palace’s name derived
from the fact that its location had been
swamped with sea water before being
filled with sand and transformed into a
park, later ornamented with the palace.

Boland Unal,  a tourist official in
Istanbul, said in an interview with Kuwait
News Agency (KUNA) that the palace was
built during era of the 31st Ottoman
Sultan, Abdulmecid I, built between the
years 1843 and 1856. The cost was esti-
mated at some 35 tons of gold. Fourteen
tons of gold had been used to cover some
of the palace ceilings. Its inner parts are
full of luxurious glistening furniture, huge
gold chandeliers, and relics.

Six Sultans
Dolmabahce Palace was home to six

Sultans from 1856, when it was first inhab-
ited, up until the abolition of the Caliphate

in 1924. The last royal to live here was
Caliph Abdulmecid Efendi. A law that went
into effect on March 3, 1924 transferred
the ownership of the palace to the nation-
al heritage of the new Turkish Republic.
Mustafa Kemal Ataturk, the founder and
first President of the Republic of Turkey,
used the palace as a presidential resi-
dence.

Up to 45,000 square miles of the palace
space are furnished. It includes 285 cham-
bers and 46 lounges. Carpets cover up to
4,454 square meters of floors. At the
entrance, there is the crystal ornamented
staircase. The sultan used to host digni-
taries at the red lounge. In the upper floor,
there are several chambers, including the
harems’ corners. — KUNA

Dolmabahce: Reminder
of glorious empire


